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Small Homes

Workshops

<  90 m2 

<  50 m2 

Colombia 
48 m² [516 ft²]

Hobby Shed 
16.7 m² [180 ft²]

Artist Studio  
27 m² [288 ft²]

Algonquin
61.7m² [660 ft²] 

Gros Morne 
71.5 m² [770 ft²]

pg. 08 pg. 10pg. 06

pg. 04 - 11

pg. 12 - 19

Makers’ Workshop 
30.7 m² [330 ft²]

pg. 16 pg. 18pg. 14



Tiny Homes <  50 m2 

Studios <  10 m2 

Peregrine   
24.3 m² [262 ft²]
    

Peregrine +   
29.7 m² [320 ft²]

Monarch    
29 m² [314 ft²]   
    

Monarch +    
33.7 m² [360 ft² ] 

Yoho Design   
34.4 m² [370 ft²]

Ice hut  
6 m² 
[64 ft²]

Sauna
6 m² 
[64 ft²]

Beach   
9.5 m² 
[103 ft²] 

Backwoods
9.47 m² 
[102 ft²]

pg. 20 - 27

pg. 28 - 35

* trailer optional * 

pg. 24 pg. 26pg. 22

pg. 32 pg. 34pg. 30
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Small Homes
< 90 m2 
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Our small home designs are smaller, 
resource- and energy-efficient, 
low-maintenance, and 
healthy to live in. 

VH2001 - VH2003

48 m ² [516 ft ²] - 72 m ² [770 ft ²]

Feris Homes: Small Home Series allows new and exisiting homeown-
ers to easily and affordably construct a new dwelling best suited 
for their economic needs and space constraints. 

Interior space is adaptable to and accomodates a range of op-
tions based on preference of kitchen and bathroom style. Choose 
your finishing packages to fit your lifestyle from compact mini-
malist to full-sized appliances and lots of counter space. 

These design are modular in nature and multiple units can be 
linked together to create additional rooms and situated to optimze 
views from the interior. 



VH2001

48 m ² [516 ft ²]

6m W x 8m D x 3.05m H
[19’8” W x 26’3” D x 10’ H]

The Colombia is an economically 
designed open studio with bathroom 
and kitchen with the option to install 
walls to complete a bedroom. 

We maximized the bathroom to meet 
international accessibility standards 
with option of bathtub or walk in 
shower. 

This design is modular in nature and 
multiple can be joined together to 
create additional rooms and inter-
esting rooflines. 
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COLOMBIA



Starting at $$$$

bedroombathroom

kitchen

living room
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COLOMBIA
48 m2 
19’8” x 26’3” [516 ft2]

Starting at: $

Small Homes
< 50 sq m 



VH2002

61.7m ² [660 ft ²] 

6.96m W x 8.84m D x 3.51m

[22’10” W x 29’ D x 11’6” H]

The Algonquin is beautifully designed 
with vaulted ceiling and optimizes 
views and solar gain with ample pic-
ture windows. Plenty of room for a 
2nd floor storage loft.

The covered porch offers extended 
living space and protection from the 
elements. 

The Algonquin is designed to be con-
structed in difficult and rugged ter-
rain. Enjoy a morning coffee watch-
ing the sunrise over the valleys in 
your hike-in only retreat. 
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ALGONQUIN
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Starting at $$$$

ALGONQUIN
61.7 m2 
22’10’ x 29’ [660 ft2]

Starting at: $

Small Homes
< 50 sq m 



GROS MORNE
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VH2003

71.5 m ² [770 ft ²]

7.01m W x 11.48m D x 3.96m H

[23’ W x 37’8” D x 13’2” H]

The Gros Morne is designed to acco-
modate a full sized kitchen, one bed-
room plus a den or 2nd bedroom.

Our largest small home is compar-
atively a well sized condominium in 
downtown Toronto. Both bedrooms 
have full closets for storage, plenty 
of room for a large sectional couch 
in the living room and the tall win-
dows throughout make for stunning 
vistas. 

Perfectly perched on a cliffside 
overlooking the ocean waves. 
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Starting at $$$$

GROS MORNE
71.5 m2 
23’ x 37’8” [770 ft2]

Starting at: $

Small Homes
< 50 sq m 
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Workshops
< 50 m2 
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Our workshop designs are a functional 
space to unleash your hands-on creativity 
to make and tinker.  
VM3004

12 m ² [130 ft ²] - 48 m ² [516 ft ²]

Feris Homes: Workshop Series are purposefully built auxillery 
buildings designed to accomodate and be otimized for whatever 
your craft may be. 

Perhaps you need a space to build or refinish custom furniture, a 
backyard gym tailored to your sport specific goals or a painting 
studio, options are endless. 



HOBBY SHED
VM3004 

16.72 m ² [180 ft ²]

3m W x 5.5m D x 2.98m H
[10’ W x 18’ D x 10’8” H]

The Artist Studio is designed to be 
a mixed use space that inspires 
creativity. The assymetical “salt 
box” roof line offers high celiings 
and plenty of wall space to display 
your work. Plenty of room for 
an exercise studio, artist retreat, 
sewing room, the possibilities are 
endless! 

Integrated low voltage and LED 
electrical system ensures this 
building is low impact, comfortably 
insulated and long lasting. 
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Starting at $

HOBBY SHED
16 m2 
10’ x 18’ [180 ft2]

Starting at: $

Workshops 
< 50 sq m 



ARTIST STUDIO
VM3004 

27 m ² [288 ft ²]

3.66m W x 7.32m D x 3.51m H
[12’ W x 24’ D x 11’6” H]

The Artist Studio is designed to be 
a mixed use space that inspires 
creativity. The assymetical “salt 
box” roof line offers high celiings 
and plenty of wall space to display 
your work. Plenty of room for 
an exercise studio, artist retreat, 
sewing room, the possibilities are 
endless! 

Integrated low voltage and LED 
electrical system ensures this 
building is low impact, comfortably 
insulated and long lasting. 
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Starting at $

ARTIST STUDIO
27 m2 
24’ x 12’ [288 ft2]

Starting at: $

Workshops 
< 50 sq m 



MAKER’S 
WORKSHOP
VM3004 

38 m ² [406 ft ²]

3.90m W x 10m D x 3.51m H
[12’4” W x 32’8” D x 11’6” H]

The Artist Studio is designed to be 
a mixed use space that inspires 
creativity. The assymetical “salt 
box” roof line offers high celiings 
and plenty of wall space to display 
your work. Plenty of room for 
an exercise studio, artist retreat, 
sewing room, the possibilities are 
endless! 

Integrated low voltage and LED 
electrical system ensures this 
building is low impact, comfortably 
insulated and long lasting. 
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Starting at $

MAKER’S WORKSHOP
38 m2 
32’8 x 12’4” [406 ft2]

Starting at: $

Workshops 
< 50 sq m 
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Tiny Homes
< 50 m2 
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Our Tiny Home designs are etc etc etc etc 
etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc 
VM3001 - VM3003

24 m ²  [262 ft ² ] - 38 m ² [412 ft ²]

The Feris Homes: Tiny Home series are carefully designed to be 
transported on trailers or wheels. 

Intentionally selected finishing materials including exterior cladding 
and interior components have all been carefully weighed and ex-
amined for maximum durability and reliability for transport and 
long term performance. 



PEREGRINE 
VM3001

24.3 m ² [262 ft ²]

10.31m W x 2.49m W x 3.51m H
[32’ W x 8’2” D x 11’6” H]

The Peregrine is desinged with a 
single slope roofline, elegantly 
designed kitchen, fold away bed, 
kitchen table and integrated couch. 

This model makes a great tiny 
house on wheels, a bunkie or cabin 
as extra sleeping space for guests 
or tucked away into the forest. The 
Peregrine + features 10’ wide, which 
requires a permit to transport on 
road. 
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PEREGRINE 
24.28 m2 
32’ x 8’2” [262 ft2]

Starting at: $

PEREGRINE +
29.7 m2

32’ x 10’ = [320 ft2]

Starting at: $
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THOWs < 50 sq m 

Starting at $



VM3002

29 m ² [314 ft ²]

12.04m W x 2.44m D x 3.51m H
[39’6” W x 8’ D x 11’6” H]

The Monarch is designed with a 
butterfly roofline to maximize nat-
ural light that spills into the living 
area and bathroom. 

This model features a galley kitch-
en with plenty of storage and 
space to entertain. The bathroom 
is beautifully optimized to allow for 
a freestanding tub and shower 
system. A compact sink with plent-
ly of shelving and storage creates 
an inviting spa-like feel and space 
saving privacy with the tucked 
away pocket door.  
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MONARCH



THOWs < 50 sq m 

MONARCH
29 m2

39’6” x 8’ = 314 ft 2

Starting at: $

MONARCH +
33.7 m2

39’6” x 10’ = 360 ft 2

Starting at: $

25

Starting at $



YOHO

VM3003

38 m ² [412 ft ²]

11.13m W x 3.14m D x 3.51m H
[36’6” W x 10’4” D x 11’6” H]

The Monarch is designed with a 
butterfly roofline to maximize nat-
ural light that spills into the living 
area and bathroom. 

This model features a galley kitch-
en with plenty of storage and 
space to entertain. The bathroom 
is beautifully optimized to allow for 
a freestanding tub and shower 
system. A compact sink with plent-
ly of shelving and storage creates 
an inviting spa-like feel and space 
saving privacy with the tucked 
away pocket door.  
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THOWs < 50 sq m 

YOHO
38 m2

39’6” x 10’4” = 412 ft 2

Starting at: $

27
Starting at $
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Studios & Huts
<  10 m2 
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Our Studio and Hut designs are etc etc etc 
etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc etc
VB1001 - VB1004

6 m ² [64 ft ²] - 10 m ² [102 ft ²]

The Feris Homes: Studios and Huts are incredibly compact and are 
designed to mazimize interior space for working, creating, writing, 
reading, relaxing, studying or simply getting away from it all.  

These models are without plumbing but feature integrated elec-
trical systems and efficient window placesment. The interiors are 
safe, dry and cosy. 

<  10 m2 



ICE HUT 
VB 1003 

6 m ² [64 ft ²]

2.44m W x 2.44m D x 2.44m H

[8’ W x 8’ D x 8’ H]

This gorgeously designed Ice Hut 
will have you reeling. Spend time 
with friends and family out on 
the lake during a blue sky win-
ter’s day. Enjoy a warm cup of 
hot chocolate as you reel in the 
big one! 
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studios 
& huts
< 10 sq m SAUNA

VB 1004

6 m ² [64 ft ²]

2.44m W x 2.44m D x 
2.44m H

[8’ W x 8’ D x 8’ H]

This Sauna is incredibly 
cosy with built-in multi-level 
benches and pine interior. 
You’ll have this space fired 
up and toasty warm in no 
time. A cosy space that fits 
up to 6 people comfort-
ably. 

The perfect addition to 
your recreation property 
or backyard spa-like oasis 
in the city. 

ICE HUT | SAUNA 
6 m2 
8’ x 8’ = 64 ft2 

Starting at: $4,950
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BEACH
VB1001

9.5 m ² [103 ft ²] 

2.74m W x 3.51m D x 3.51m H
[9’ W x 11’6” D x 11’6” H]

A perfect additional private quar-
ters. Large patio door and letter 
box windows maximize solar gain 
and can be optimized for sweeping 
views. 

Set up as a home office, record-
ing studio, home gym or a guest 
suite. Relax in a remote setting, on 
a beach front, poolside or among 
hay fields. A beautiful space to un-
wind or hunker down. 
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studios 
& huts
< 10 sq m 

BEACH STUDIO
9.5 m2

9’ x 11’6” = 103.5 ft2 

Starting at: $7,725
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BACKWOODS
VB1002

9.47 m ² [102 ft ²]

2.59m W x 3.66m D x 3.51m H
[8’6” W x 12’ D x 11’6” H]

Think of this space as your equipment 
or gear shed, office to meet clients or 
employees. This space features a tall 10’ 
wall with option for plenty of storage, 
guarenteed you’ll be inspired to get or-
ganized or find your groove. 

The french doors and vertical window 
allow ample natural sunlight to spill into 
the interior. A great addition to a deck 
or nested flush with the earth with flag-
stone patio. 
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studios 
& huts
< 10 sq m 

BACKWOODS STUDIO
9.47 m2

8’ x 12” = 96 ft2 

Starting at: $7,650
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